
 

Direct generation of neural stem cells could
enable transplantation therapy

November 6 2014, by Nicole Giese Rura

Induced neural stem cells (iNSCs) created from adult cells hold promise
for therapeutic transplantation, but their potential in this capacity has
been limited by failed efforts to maintain such cells in the desirable
multi-potent NSC state without continuous expression of the
transcription factors used initially to reprogram them.

Now, Whitehead Institute scientists have created iNSCs that remain in
the multi-potent state without ongoing expression of reprogramming
factors. This allows the iNSCs to divide repeatedly to generate cells in
quantities sufficient for therapy.

"Therapeutically, it's important to make neural stem cells because they
can self-renew and make lots of cells," says Whitehead Institute
Founding Member Rudolf Jaenisch, who is also a professor of biology at
MIT. "If you just make mature neurons, which has been done by others,
you never get enough cells."

To make iNSCs via direct lineage conversion researchers use viruses to
insert a cocktail of transcription factors into the genome of mouse adult
skin cells. A drug triggers these transcription factors to turn on genes
active in neural stem cells. This direct conversion, known as
transdifferentiation, bypasses the step of pushing the cells first through
an embryonic stem-cell-like state.

In previous research, iNSCs remained addicted to the drug and
reprogramming transcription factors; if either the drug or the factors was
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removed, the cells revert to skin cells.

"If the reprogramming factors are still active, it's horrible for the cells,"
says John Cassady, a scientist in Jaenisch's lab. "The cells would be
unable to differentiate and the resulting cells would not be
therapeutically useful."

In a paper published online this week in the current issue of the journal 
Stem Cell Reports, Cassady and other Whitehead scientists describe how
they prevented the cells' relapse without keeping the reprogramming
factors active. First, the cells were grown in a special medium that
selects for neural stem cells. Then, the drug is removed. Instead of
reverting into skin cells, the iNSCs remain in a multi-potent state that
can differentiate into neurons and glia cells. Cassady also refined the
reprogramming cocktail to contain eight transcription factors, which
produces iNSCs that are transcriptionally and epigenetically similar to
mouse neural stem cells.

Cassady notes that a random sample of skin cells can contain neural
precursor cells, which can more easily make the transition to iNSCs. To
eliminate the possibility that his method might actually rely on cells
having this sort of "head start", Cassady converted fully mature immune
system cells called B-lymphocytes, which have a very specific genetic
marker, to iNSCs. The resulting cells had the profile of their new
identity as iNSCs, yet retained their B-lymphocyte genetic marker,
showing that Cassady's method could indeed convert non-neural cells to
iNSCs.

Although promising, all of the work to date has been conducted in 
mouse cells. According to Cassady, researchers should next test this
protocol in human cells to see if it can successfully produce the cell
populations necessary for therapeutic use.
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  More information: "Direct lineage conversion of adult mouse liver
cells and B-lymphocytes to neural stem cells" Stem Cell Reports,
November 6, 2014.
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